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	Windows Server 2012 Unified Remote Access Planning and Deployment, 9781849688284 (1849688281), Packt Publishing, 2012

	DirectAccess, introduced in Windows Server 2008 R2, has been a ground breaking VPN-like connectivity solution, adopted by thousands of organizations worldwide. Allowing organizations to deploy without manually configuring every client and providing always-on connectivity has made this technology world-famous. Now, with Windows Server 2012, this has been made even easier to deploy, with a new friendly user interface, easy-start wizard and built in support tools.


	With Unified Remote Access, Windows server 2012 offers a unique way to provide remote access that is seamless and easier to deploy than traditional VPN solutions.


	With URA, the successor to DirectAccess, your users can have full network connectivity that is always-on. If you have deployed Windows Server 2012 or are planning to, this book will help you implement Unified Remote Access from concept to completion in no time!.


	Unified Remote Access, the successor to DirectAccess, offers a new approach to remote access, as well as several deployment scenarios to best suit your organization and needs. This book will take you through the design, planning, implementation and support for URA, from start to finish.


	"Windows Server 2012 Unified Remote Access Planning and Deployment" starts by exploring the mechanisms and infrastructure that are the backbone of URA, and then explores the various available scenarios and options. As you go through them, you will easily understand the ideal deployment for your own organization, and be ready to deploy quickly and easily. Whether you are looking into the simplest deployment, or a complex, multi-site or cloud scenario, "Windows Server 2012 Unified Remote Access Planning and Deployment" will provide all the answers and tools you will need to complete a successful deployment.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Refresh your knowledge of various VPN solutions over the years and the history of DA
	
		Gain a full picture of the exciting improvements in the new DirectAcess access product in Windows 2012
	
		Put URA into perspective by learning about IPv4 and IPv6
	
		Review the scenarios and architecture underlying Unified Remote Access
	
		Take a deep dive into deploying GPO in an organization
	
		Understand Multi-Site scenarios with URA
	
		Explore how to deploy cloud-based scenarios for URA
	
		Discover interoperability with Windows 7 clients
	
		Take advantage of step by step instructions for configuring and enabling URA
	
		Fine tune the security and network including advanced configuration with PowerShell
	
		Get to grips with URA monitoring and reports
	
		Learn to avoid common problems, issues and mistakes



	Approach


	"Windows Server 2012 Unified Remote Access Planning and Deployment" is a quick start tutorial full of step-by-step instructions to guide you through planning and deploying Unified Remote Access; the successor to DirectAccess.
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Antiangiogenic Cancer TherapyCRC Press, 2007

	Top Investigators Explore the Complexities of Angiogenesis Cancer Research


	The targeting of tumor angiogenesis has evolved into one of the most widely pursued therapeutic strategies. However, as of yet, no antiangiogenic agent used as a monotherapy has demonstrated a survival benefit in a randomized Phase III trial. The...


		

Programming Flex 2: The comprehensive guide to creating rich media applications with Adobe FlexO'Reilly, 2007

	Is there an easier way to build and deliver rich internet applications (RIAs) other than the Flash IDE or Ajax? Absolutely. With Adobe Flex 2, the Flex 2 SDK, and this book, you have all you need to build RIAs. Programming Flex 2 offers you plenty of practical and useful examples that reveal how and why to use a particular feature of Flex 2,...


		

M Commerce: Technologies, Services, and Business ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Presenting the first book ever to provide a complete introduction to m-Commerce!
    
    Mobile Commerce, or m-Commerce, is part of an explosion of new usage scenarios that overcome the limitations of mobile devices in support of highly personalized and time-critical activities for consumers and enterprises alike. With tens of millions...




	

Start with Why: How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take ActionPortfolio Hardcover, 2009


	This book is about a naturally occurring pattern, a way of thinking,

	acting and communicating that gives some leaders the ability to

	inspire those around them. Although these "natural-born leaders"

	may have come into the world with a predisposition to inspire, the

	ability is not reserved for them exclusively. We can...

		

100 Habits of Successful Graphic Designers: Insider Secrets from Top Designers on Working Smart and Staying CreativeRockport Publishers, 2005

	In need of advice? Just want to sounds off? Opening this volume is like grabbing lunch with a fellow designer to commiserate or celebrate. In its pages, noteworthy designers, both past and present, working in fields ranging from graphic design, fashion, architecture, typography, and industrial design sound off on every topic, ranging from...


		

Practical Management of HaemoglobinopathiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Presents a comprehensive picture of care, including diagnostic, therapeutic, and psychosocial aspects. The contributors cover basic science and epidemiological aspects of the public health challenge, but maintain a focus on the day to day issues encountered in dealing with affected people.


	Containing clear, practical advice,...
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